Granchio is an offspring of
Italian creativity enhanced by
innovative technologies.
The brand’s history began with
several lines of kitchen appliances.
Granchio cookware possesses
hot Italian temper: elegant and
fascinating, beautiful and stylish Granchio
is a modern concept of colorful cookware with de
cor introducing bright emotions and impressions
into your everyday life.
Developing speedy, Granchio Company expands
constantly the range of its products, and today it
has already gone out of kitchen area. Nowadays,
Granchio offers you not only kitchenware but
also wide range of household goods helping to
keep your house in order and clean. Granchio
is an embodiment of advanced manufacturing
sciences and design technologies, which make
your life easier. Henceforth kitchenware and
household goods are not soulless tools in your
hands any more. They get co-authors of your
bright culinary ideas, as well as give an individual
style, vivid and modern look to your kitchen.
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Marmo
Induction
“Bright Ideas Contest Awards” – BICA, initiated by Granchio is carried out between
designers every two years aiming to originate creative and innovative decisions
delighting your eye in the kitchen. Hundreds of the best creative designers are
fighting for chance to externalize their spirited ideas in Granchio’s shapes and
colors, and to help it stay for you an ever-living source of culinary inspiration.

collection

This marvelous collection of
cookware with marble coating
by Granchio will be appreciated
in full by the owners of ultramodern
induction
cookers.
Marmo Induction – is the world
best cookware for the world best
ovens!

Each product undergoes quality control for accordance to European standard
ISO 9001: 2000; it obtains “quality symbol” – “Testato da Granchio”.
Therefore having noticed this sign on the package you may rest assured that you’ve
purchased the high-quality product completely safe for your health.

Our technology research and design (R&D) team brings together creativity,
technology skills and experience to shape the cookware of tomorrow by anticipating
trends and developing new production and design solutions. The researchers are
continuously developing new technologies for designers to bring them to life.
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Marmo
Induction
collection

•H
 igh-quality die cast aluminium – excellent thermal conductivity and
resistance to deformation
• Superior multilayer non-stick Marble coating by Granchio, resistant to metal
kitchen utensils use, safe for health
• Exterior non-stick coating for easy cleaning
• Induction disk protects the bottom of cookware against any deformation
and enables using on induction ovens
• Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles for comfortable grip

Cookware set
Ø 16 cm - 1.5 L Saucepan
Ø 20 cm - 2.8 L Saucepot

Saucepot

88012

88009
Ø 24 cm - 5.0 L 8 8 0 1 0

Ø 20 cm - 2.8 L

Saucepan
Ø 16 cm - 1.5 L
Ø 18 cm - 2.2 L

88007
88008

Roaster
32 x 21 cm - 8.0 L

88011

Ø 24 cm - 5.0 L Saucepot
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Ø 24 cm Frying pan
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Marmo
Induction
collection

Frying pan
Ø 22 cm
Ø 24 cm
Ø 26 cm
6

Ø 28 cm

88001
88002
88003
88004

Grill pan
26 x 26 cm

88006

Wok frying pan
Ø 32 cm - 5.5 L

88013

Crepe pan
Ø 24 cm

88005
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FEATURES OF MARMO INDUCTION COLLECTION
DIE CAST ALUMINIUM
High-pressure die casting is a process for producing aluminum die cast
kitchenware by forcing molten aluminum alloy under substantial pressure
into reusable steel molds. Because die castings do not consist of separate
parts welded or fastened together, the strength is that of the alloy rather than
the joining process. Rapid injection and rapid solidification under pressure
combine to produce a dense, fine-grain surface structure, which results in
high thermal conductivity, excellent wear, anticorrosion and deformationproof properties as well as strength at high temperatures.

MARBLE COATING BY GRANCHIO
Superior multilayer non-stick coating Marble by Granchio, reinforced with
marble particles, possesses excellent non-stick properties; it is highly
resistant to metal kitchen utensils use, very easy to clean and safe for your
health.

Solid-cast
construction,
safe to
deformation

EcoPan

collection

Scratchresistant
coating

It’s a brilliant combination of
stylish modern design, ecological compatibility and reliability.
EcoPan is a cookingware, demanding no compromises; you
can not only feast your eyes on
it, but also trust it!

Easy to
clean

PFOA-FREE
Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick properties and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

INDUCTION DISK, RESISTANT TO DEFORMATION
Thanks to induction disk the cookware from Marmo Induction collection
by Granchio can be used on all kinds of cooktops including induction. The
disk optimizes heat distribution and improves resistance of bottom to any
deformation.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLES
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles make the kitchenware even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180°C that, however, should not be used in the
ovens.
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Stay-cool
handles
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EcoPan
collection

•C
 eramic coating by Granchio is high-quality multilayered internal non-stick
covering, considered to be one of the safest for health
• Induction anti-deformation disk improves resistance of cookware bottom to
any deformation and enables its usage on induction cooktops
• Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles for comfortable use
• Heat-proof glass lids with steam hole

Cookware set
Ø 18 cm - 1.8 L Saucepan
Ø 20 cm - 3.0 L Saucepot
Ø 24 cm - 6.0 L Saucepot
10

Ø 24 cm Frying pan

Frying pan

88067

Ø 20 cm 8 8 0 6 0
Ø 24 cm

88061

88062
Ø 28 cm 8 8 0 6 3
Ø 26 cm

Saucepot
Ø 24 cm - 5.9 L

88066

Saucepot
Ø 20 cm - 3.0 L

88065

Saucepot
Ø 18 cm - 2.2 L

88064
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FEATURES OF ECOPAN COLLECTION
CERAMIC COATING BY GRANCHIO
This non-stick ceramic coating is made of natural a raw material which
doesn’t contain any heavy metals or volatile organic compounds and
approved to be the safest for health. It contains NO Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) and is applied in an environmentally friendly way, as well without using
Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). It has excellent non-stick and antibacterial
features. It cannot be burned out or exfoliated even under the temperature
of over 450°C. Pollutants hardly stick on coating surface that prevents
propagation of bacteria and considerably simplifies its cleaning.

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

Terracotta
collection

PTFE-FREE

Flecks of sunlight dance on
a black polishing, and inside,
in
terracotta
warmth,
there
is a fresh and fragrant soup.
Terracotta
collection
–
your
kitchen will love it!

Natural ceramic coating by Granchio is completely PTFE-free and applied in
an ecological manner, resulting in 60 % less CO2 emissions. No release of
toxic fumes or other potentially dangerous chemical compounds even while
overheating the cookware above 260°C, absolutely safe both for your health
and for the environment.

PFOA-FREE
Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick features and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

INDUCTION DISK, RESISTANT TO DEFORMATION
Thanks to induction disk the cookware from Ecopan collection by Granchio
can be used on all kinds of stoves including induction. The disk optimizes
heat distribution and strengthens firmness of a bottom to any deformation.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLES
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles make the kitchenware even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180°C, however, should not be used in the ovens.
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Stay-cool
handles
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Terracotta
collection

•
•
•
•

 igh-quality food-grade aluminium
H
Interior ceramic non-stick coating, approved to be the safest for health
Glossy exterior non-stick coating for easy cleaning
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles

Cookware set
Ø 20 cm - 3.0 L Saucepot
Ø 24 cm - 5.3 L Saucepot
Ø 24 cm Frying pan
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Frying pan

88129

Ø 24 cm
Ø 26 cm

88124
88125

Saucepot
Ø 20 cm - 3.0 L
Ø 24 cm - 5.3 L

88127
88128

Saucepan
Ø 16 cm - 1.8 L

88126

Frying pan

88120
Ø 24 cm 8 8 1 2 1

Ø 20 cm

Ø 26 cm
Ø 28 cm

88122
88123
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FEATURES OF TERRACOTTA COLLECTION
CERAMIC COATING BY GRANCHIO
This non-stick ceramic coating is made of natural materials, doesn’t contain
any heavy metals or volatile organic compounds and approved to be the
safest for health. It contains NO Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and is applied
in an environmentally friendly way, as well without using Perfluorooctanoic
acid (PFOA). It has excellent non-stick and antibacterial properties. It cannot
be burned or decomposed even when continuously used over 450°C.
Pollutants hardly stick on coating surface that prevents propagation of
bacteria and considerably simplifies its cleaning.

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

Macchiato
collection

PTFE-FREE

Elegant design, innovative technologies and environmentally
friendly materials – the collection
of Macchiato cookware is created for preparing tasty and nutrient-enriched dishes.

Natural ceramic coating by Granchio is completely PTFE-free and applied
in an ecological way, resulting in 60 % less CO2 emissions. No release of
toxic fumes or other potentially dangerous chemical compounds even while
overheating the cookware above 260°C, absolutely safe both for your health
and for the environment.

macchiato

PFOA-FREE
Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick properties and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLES
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles make the kitchenware even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180oC, however, should not be used in the ovens.
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Stay-cool
handles
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Macchiato
collection

•C
 eramic coating by Granchio – multilayer interior non-stick coating, approved
to be the safest for health
• Induction anti-deformation disk improves resistance of cookware bottom to
any deformation and enables its usage on induction cooktops
• Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite “soft-touch” handle for comfortable
grip
• Heatproof glass lid with steam hole and stainless steel rim

Frying pan

88140
Ø 24 cm 8 8 1 4 1
Ø 20 cm
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Ø 26 cm
Ø 28 cm

88142
88143

Frying pan
Ø 24 cm
Ø 26 cm

88144
88145

Crepe pan
Ø 24 cm

88146

Grill pan
26 x 26 cm

88147

Saucepot
Ø 20 cm - 2.4 L
Ø 24 cm - 5.0 L

88148
88149
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FEATURES OF MACCHIATO COLLECTION
CERAMIC COATING BY GRANCHIO
This non-stick ceramic coating is made of natural materials, doesn’t contain
any heavy metals or volatile organic compounds and approved to be the
safest for health. It contains NO Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and is applied
in an environmentally friendly way, as well without using Perfluorooctanoic
acid (PFOA). It has excellent non-stick and antibacterial properties. It cannot
be burned or decomposed even when continuously used over 450°C.
Pollutants hardly stick on coating surface that prevents propagation of
bacteria and considerably simplifies its cleaning.

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

Primavera
collection
No matter what time of year
outside your window, in your
kitchen - everlasting spring! Your
best ideas will bloom with frying
pan collection Primavera!

PTFE-FREE
Natural ceramic coating by Granchio is completely PTFE-free and applied
in an ecological way, resulting in 60 % less CO2 emissions. No release of
toxic fumes or other potentially dangerous chemical compounds even while
overheating the cookware above 260°C, absolutely safe both for your health
and for the environment.

PFOA-FREE
Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick properties and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

INDUCTION DISK, RESISTANT TO DEFORMATION
Thanks to induction disk, the cookware from Macciato collection by Granchio
can be used on all kinds of stoves including induction. The disk optimizes
heat distribution and strengthens firmness of a bottom to any deformation.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLES
«SOFT-TOUCH» HANDLES
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles make the kitchenware even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180oC, however, should not be used in the ovens.
«Soft-Touch» coating ensures comfort both in using and cleaning.
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Stay-cool
handles

Primavera
collection

•S
 uperior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium®, reinforced with
titanium, safe for heath and resistant to metal utensils use
• Induction anti-deformation disk improves resistance of cookware bottom to
any deformation and enables its usage on induction cooktops
•E
 rgonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle for comfortable grip
•H
 eatproof glass lid with steam hole and stainless steel rim
•C
 eramic coating by Granchio – multilayer interior non-stick coating, approved
to be the safest for health
• Induction anti-deformation disk improves resistance of cookware bottom to
any deformation and enables its usage on induction cooktops
•E
 rgonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle for comfortable grip
•H
 eatproof glass lid with steam hole and stainless steel rim

Frying pan

88130
Ø 24 cm 8 8 1 3 1
Ø 20 cm

Frying pan
Ø 26 cm
Ø 28 cm

88132
88133

Frying pan
Ø 20 cm
Ø 24 cm

88135
88136

Frying pan
Ø 26 cm
Ø 28 cm

88137
88138

FEATURES OF PRIMAVERA COLLECTION
CERAMIC COATING BY GRANCHIO
This non-stick ceramic coating is made of natural a raw material which
doesn’t contain any heavy metals or volatile organic compounds and
approved to be the safe for health. It contains NO Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) and is applied in an environmentally friendly way, as well without using
Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). It has excellent non-stick and antibacterial
features. It cannot be burned out or exfoliated even under the temperature
of over 450°C. Pollutants hardly stick on coating surface that prevents
propagation of bacteria and considerably simplifies its cleaning.

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

collection

PTFE-FREE
Natural ceramic coating by Granchio is completely PTFE-free and applied in
an ecological manner, resulting in 60 % less CO2 emissions. No release of
toxic fumes or other potentially dangerous chemical compounds even while
overheating the cookware above 260°C, absolutely safe both for your health
and for the environment.

It is time for vivid and rich colors
in your kitchen! MelaVerde is a
combination of unique design
and classical technologies, juicy
colors and beautiful shape.
Good humor and tasty dishes
are guaranteed!

PFOA-FREE
Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick features and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

WHITFORD QUANTANIUM® COATING
Superior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium® contains unique
mixture of titanium particles that ensures its exceptional reliability. Thanks
to internal titanium reinforcement QuanTanium® becomes highly resistant
to scratching and abrasion, as well as to metal kitchen utensils use, and
acquires excellent non-stick properties.

INDUCTION DISK, RESISTANT TO DEFORMATION
Thanks to induction disk the cookware from Primavera collection by Granchio
can be used on all kinds of stoves including induction. The disk optimizes
heat distribution and strengthens firmness of a bottom to any deformation.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLES
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles make the kitchenware even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180°C, however, should not be used in the ovens.
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MelaVerde

Stay-cool
handles

melaverde

MelaVerde
collection

• Superior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium®, reinforced with
titanium, safe for heath and resistant to metal utensils use
•E
 xterior silicone coating, easy to clean
•E
 rgonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle for comfortable grip
•S
 tainless steel lid with steam hole

Frying pan

Ø 20 cm 8 8 0 7 0
Ø 24 cm

88071

88072
Ø 28 cm 8 8 0 7 3
Ø 26 cm

Saucepan
Ø 16 cm - 1.8 L

88074

Saucepot
Ø 20 cm - 3.1 L
Ø 22 cm - 5.0 L

88075
88076

Saucepot
Ø 28 cm - 4.7 L

88077

FEATURES OF MELAVERDE COLLECTION
WHITFORD QUANTANIUM® COATING
Superior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium® contains unique
mixture of titanium particles that ensures its exceptional reliability. Thanks
to internal titanium reinforcement Whitford QuanTanium® becomes highly
resistant to scratching and abrasion, as well as to metal kitchen utensils use,
and acquires excellent non-stick properties.

PFOA-FREE
Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick features and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

Fiorellino
collection
Like a tulip bud playing colors in
the rays of rising sun, cookware
Fiorellino will decorate your
kitchen, while appetizing aroma
and taste of dainties are sure to
impress even the most particular
gourmet!

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLES
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles make the kitchenware even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180°C, however, should not be used in the ovens.

Stay-cool
handles

fiorellino

Fiorellino
collection

• Superior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium®, reinforced with
titanium, safe for heath and resistant to metal utensils use
•E
 xterior silicone coating, easy to clean
•E
 rgonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle for comfortable grip
•H
 eatproof glass lid with steam hole and stainless steel rim

Frying pan

Ø 20 cm 8 8 0 8 0
Ø 24 cm

88081

88082
Ø 28 cm 8 8 0 8 3
Ø 26 cm

Saucepot
Ø 14 cm - 1.4 L

88084

Saucepot
Ø 18 cm - 2.0 L
Ø 20 cm - 3.8 L

88085
88086

Saucepot
Ø 24 cm - 5.0 L

88087

FEATURES OF FIORELLINO COLLECTION
WHITFORD QUANTANIUM® COATING
Superior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium® contains unique
mixture of titanium particles that ensures its exceptional reliability. Thanks
to internal titanium reinforcement Whitford QuanTanium® becomes highly
resistant to scratching and abrasion, as well as to metal kitchen utensils use,
and acquires excellent non-stick properties.

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

collection

PFOA-FREE
Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick features and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLES
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handles make the kitchenware even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180°C, however, should not be used in the ovens.

Grill
New crispy mood of your dishes!
Due to unique properties of this
frying pan, you will not waste a
single drop of your inspiration.
Fragrant meat with crackle,
juicy vegetables and even fruits,
fried in the grill pan will be a
succession of your culinary
victories!

Stay-cool
handles
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Grill

collection

•H
 igh-quality die cast aluminium – excellent thermal conductivity and resistance
to deformation
• Superior Swiss multilayer non-stick ILAG® Durit Select coating, resistant to metal
kitchen utensils use, safe for health
•E
 xterior non-stick coating for easy cleaning
•E
 rgonomically designed stay-cool handle, detachable, foldable

Grill pan
24 x 24 cm

88250

Grill pan
26 x 26 cm

88251

Grill pan
24 x 24 cm
28 x 28 cm
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88252
88253

Grill pan
24 x 24 cm

88254

Double-sided grill pan
26 x 21 cm

88255
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FEATURES OF GRILL COLLECTION
DIE CAST ALUMINIUM

High-pressure die casting is a process for producing aluminum die cast
kitchenware by forcing molten aluminum alloy under substantial pressure
into reusable steel molds. Because die castings do not consist of separate
parts welded or fastened together, the strength is that of the alloy rather than
the joining process. Rapid injection and rapid solidification under pressure
combine to produce a dense, fine-grain surface structure, which results in
high thermal conductivity, excellent wear, anticorrosion and deformationproof properties as well as strength at high temperatures.

Solid-cast
construction,
safe to
deformation

Crepe
collection

SWISS ILAG® DURIT SELECT COATING

Slightly ceramic reinforced multilayer non-stick ILAG® Durit Select coating is
resistant to metal kitchen utensils use, PFOA-free and safe for health. Hightemperature strength of Durit Select turns it to a perfect grill pans coating.
The striking high endurance strength and very good non-stick characteristics
satisfy even the most demanding of consumers.

Warm milk, fresh chicken eggs,
snow-white flour and a piece
of wonder – that’s all you need
to have delicious and fragrant
pancakes on your table. Everyone can find his own wonder in
Crepe collection.

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

PFOA-FREE

Coating ILAG® Durit Select is manufactured without potentially dangerous
PFOA, offers advanced non-stick properties and is absolutely safe both for
your health and for the environment.

FOLDABLE HANDLE

The handle can be easily folded for convenient and space-saving storage.

DETACHABLE HANDLE

The handle can be easily removed for using your grill pan in the oven.

DOUBLE-SIDED GRILL PAN

Quick and convenient cooking of any food and both sides - just turn over
the pan closed.

Air
Pressure
Lock

Air Pressure Lock technology for preparation of healthy, juicy and delicious
food - upper pan fits tightly to the lower pan; excess steam releases through
a little outlet, pressure and temperature are rising inside and your food is
cooking in its own juice and much faster, preserving its color, smell and
nutrients.
Silicone Gasket ensures minimal heat loss and prevents leak while turning
the pan.

Circulation

One-touch magnetic handle lock for pressure build-up, easy opening and
closing of the pan.
Radiant Heat Circulation technology for perfect heat retention and distribution.
Specially designed Oil Dropping Tray collects greasy oil or water from the
upper pan - no more greasy stains on your stove.
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Crepe
collection

•S
 uperior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium®,
reinforced with titanium, resistant to metal kitchen utensils
use, safe for health
•S
 tylish decorated exterior heat-resistant coating
•S
 pecially designed low-wall shape for making perfect
pancakes
•E
 rgonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle for
comfortable grip

Crepe pan

Crepe pan

Crepe pan

Crepe pan

Crepe pan

Crepe pan

Cow milk pink

Cow milk black

Crepe red

Crepe olive

Ornamento orange

Ornamento orange

Ø 23 cm
38

88270

Ø 23 cm

88271

Ø 26 cm

88272

Ø 26 cm

88273

Ø 26 cm

88274

Ø 23 cm

88269
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FEATURES OF CREPE COLLECTION
WHITFORD QUANTANIUM® COATING

Superior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford QuanTanium® contains unique
mixture of titanium particles that ensures its exceptional reliability. Thanks
to internal titanium reinforcement Whitford QuanTanium® becomes highly
resistant to scratching and abrasion, as well as to metal kitchen utensils use,
and acquires excellent non-stick properties

Scratchresistant
coating

Easy to
clean

Universale
collection
Glass lids from Universale collection will match any Granchio
cookware, save precious minutes of your life and release you
from hunt for a right lid at a right
moment!

PFOA-FREE

Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick properties and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.

STYLISH DECORATED EXTERIOR COATING

Exterior heat-resistant non-stick coating decorated by designers of Granchio
makes cleaning of your Crepe pans much easier and gives a stylish and
modern look to your kitchen.

Designer

LOW-WALL SHAPE

The low-wall shape is designed specially for making perfect pancakes.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLE

Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle makes the kitchenware
even more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof
material with temperature resistance up to 180°C that, however, should not
be used in the ovens.
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Stay-cool
handles
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Universale
•
•
•
•
•

collection

 eat-proof tempered glass lid with steam hole
H
Stainless steel rim prevents glass chipping and cracking
Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle for comfortable grip
Universal to all cookware in proper size
Dishwasher safe

Glass lid
Ø 28 cm
Ø 26 cm

88284
88283

Glass lid
Ø 24 cm
Ø 22 cm
Ø 20 cm
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88282
88281
88280

Glass lid
Ø 28 cm
Ø 26 cm

88289
88288

Glass lid
Ø 24 cm
Ø 22 cm
Ø 20 cm

88287
88286
88285
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FEATURES OF UNIVERSALE COLLECTION
UNIVERSAL TO ALL COOKWARE IN PROPER SIZE

Argento

TEMPERED GLASS

This tempered glass shows an extremely high resistance to thermal shocks
and high temperatures.

collection
New various shapes for a good
humor! Bake diversely!

STEAM HOLE

Steam hole on lid is intended for steam release while cooking and for
preventing spill over of the liquid.

STEAM CONTROL DEVICE

Just shift the valve to release or close steam.

STAINLESS STEEL RIM

Stainless steel rim protects the glass against chipping and cracking.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLE

Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle makes the lid even more
convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material with
temperature resistance up to 180°C that, however, should not be used in
the ovens.
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Stay-cool
handles
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Argento
collection

•H
 igh-quality carbon steel – light & strong
• Superior interior & exterior multilayer non-stick coating
Whitford Xylan® Silver, safe for health, easy to clean

Muffin pan

46

Springform pan

12 cups

6 cups

35 x 27 cm

32 x 22 cm

Ø 24 cm

88326

88330

88327

Springform pan set

Bundt form

Bundt form

Cake pan

Ø 26 cm

Ø 24 cm

Ø 22 cm

Ø 26 cm

Ø 28 cm

88331

88332

88328

88329

88320
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Argento
collection

Bake and Roast pan

Loaf pan

Baking tray

Pizza pan

Heart-shape

Roast pan with rack

cake pan
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37 x 25 cm

26 x 14 cm

37 x 26 cm

Ø 33 cm

24 x 23 cm

40 x 28 cm

88322

88323

88325

88324

88321

88333
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FEATURES OF ARGENTO COLLECTION

Forno

CARBON STEEL – LIGHT & STRONG

Bakeware from Argento collection is made of high-quality carbon steel
material, combining lightness and impressive strength.

collection
WHITFORD XYLAN® SILVER COATING

Superior interior & exterior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford Xylan® Silver
is safe for health, easy to clean, perfect for any heat-proof kitchen ware
intended for using in ovens and serves as a congruous addition to cookware
design.

Easy to
clean

This is the fastest and easiest
way to shape your most
interesting ideas. Your pastry will
come out exactly like you want!

PFOA-FREE

Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick properties and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.
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Forno
collection

•H
 igh-quality carbon steel, light and strong
• Multilayer interior non-stick Whitford Xylan® Champagne coating, safe for
health, easy to clean
•S
 tylish exterior non-stick Whitford Xylan® Bronze coating for easy cleaning

Muffin pan
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Spring form mold

12 cups

6 cups

35 x 27 cm

32 x 22 cm

88345

88344

Ø 24 cm

88348

Spring form pan
Ø 24 cm

88346

Round baking pan

Ø 26 cm

Ø 28 cm

88347

88340
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Forno
collection

54

Bake and Roast pan

Baking tray

Pizza pan

Roast pan with rack

37 x 25 cm

37 x 26 cm

Ø 33 cm

40 x 28 cm

88341

88342

88343

88349
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Green
Fiamma

FEATURES OF FORNO COLLECTION
CARBON STEEL – LIGHT & STRONG

Bakeware from Forno collection is made of high-quality carbon steel
material, combining lightness and impressive strength.

collection

WHITFORD XYLAN® BRONZE COATING

Superior exterior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford Xylan® Bronze is safe
for health, easy to clean, perfect for any heat-proof kitchen ware intended
for using in ovens and serves as a congruous addition to cookware design.
Easy to
clean

Ceramics are an echo of the wise
past in the world of cutting edge
technologies. Green Fiamma
collection, being so noble, ecofriendly and versatile in use, will
add a soft, gentle and refined
relish to your dishes.

WHITFORD XYLAN® CHAMPAGNE COATING

Superior interior multilayer non-stick coating Whitford Xylan® Champagne
is safe for health, easy to clean, perfect for any heat-proof kitchen ware
intended for using in ovens and serves as a congruous addition to cookware
design.

PFOA-FREE

Coating by Granchio is manufactured without potentially dangerous PFOA,
offers advanced non-stick properties and is absolutely safe both for your
health and for the environment.
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Green Fiamma
collection

•N
 atural eco-friendly clay, which supplies even and constant heat
for better retention of flavours and nutrients and is absolutely safe
for health
• Highly strong glaze, which does not scratch or craze and is so
hard that you can cut the dish inside using your metal kitchen
utensils without harming the surface of the cookware
• Cookware of versatile use. It is fireproof, resistant to thermal
shocks and suitable for use in freezers, microwave ovens and all
kinds of hobs excluding induction

Saucepot
4.3 L - Ø 24 cm
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88507

• It can go from a freezer directly to a hot oven and
then to the table, and retains heat to keep food
warmer while serving
• The handles make it easy to remove the dish from
the oven with the help of potholders or oven gloves
• Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
• Attractive and practical design

Saucepot
2.2 L - Ø 20 cm

88506

Saucepot
1.8 L - Ø 18 cm

88505

Saucepot
3.8 L - Ø 24 cm

88502

Saucepot
2.0 L - Ø 20 cm

88501

Saucepot
1.5 L - Ø 18 cm

88500
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Green Fiamma

Tajine

collection

Saucepot
Ø 18 cm - 1.5 L
Ø 22 cm - 2.5 L
Ø 26 cm - 4.5 L
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88530
88531
88532

is a famous Moroccan thick-walled
ceramic cookware, ideal for cooking meat with
vegetables on a slow fire. The main secret
that reveals a magnificent taste of the dishes
prepared in Tajine resides in its lid. A high
massive cone of the lid fits tightly to the rim
of the bowl and thereby keeps hot steam
inside of the pot. Your dishes stew slowly in
their own juice preserving all nutrients and
assuming a taste inimitable in its tenderness.
Only Tajine enables to prepare a truly
succulent meat, saturated with palatable
juice of vegetables and flavoring
herbs. Moreover, this cookware is
unbelievably simple and easy to
use and to clean.
Tajine
from
Orientale
collection by Granchio
knows all about your
favorite dishes!

Braiser
Ø 28 cm - 3.0 L

Roaster

88533

30 х 26 cm - 5.0 L

Tajine

88534

Ø 30 cm - 3.0 L

Tajine

88535

Ø 30 cm - 3.0 L

Stew pot with lid

88536

0.6 L

88537
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Green
Ceramica

FEATURES OF GREEN FIAMMA COLLECTION
ECO-FRIENDLY NATURAL CLAY

Ceramic cookware of Green Fiamma collection is shaped of natural ecofriendly clay, which supplies even and constant heat for better retention of
flavours and nutrients. This material is non-reactive, non-toxic and absolutely
safe for your health.

collection

HIGHLY STRONG GLAZE

Cookware Green Fiamma is covered with a highly strong and resistant to
chipping glaze, which does not scratch or craze. It is so hard that you can
cut the dish inside using your metal kitchen utensils without harming the
surface of the cookware. Moreover, it is very easy to clean and dishwasher
safe.

Scratchresistant
coating

For a long time ceramic ware was
highly appreciated by people for
its amazing ability so wonderfully
to conduct and to keep heat.
Collection Green Ceramica by
Granchio will remind you that all
ingenious is simple indeed!

Easy to
clean

VERSATILE USE

Green Fiamma is a cookware of versatile use. It is fireproof, resistant to
thermal shocks and suitable for use in freezers, microwave ovens and all
kinds of hobs excluding induction. It means that your pot can go from a
freezer or a refrigerator directly to a hot oven, and then to your table, where
it will go on with keeping food warm while serving. Modern and functional
design of cookware Green Fiamma will make any kitchen warm and cozy.

TAJINE LID

The most significant feature of Tajine is its high massive conical lid. During
cooking hot steam rises along the inner walls of cone and, cooling,
condenses on them into liquid, and then flows down to the Tajine bowl.
It helps preserve juiciness and flavours of preparing dish. This peculiarity
makes Tajine ideal for preparation of tender and spicy meat with stewing
vegetables.
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Circulation
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Green Сeramica
collection

•N
 on-toxic and non-reactive cookware, absolutely safe for health
• Natural eco-friendly clay, which supplies even and constant heat for better retention
of flavours and nutrients
• Freezer, microwave and oven safe
• Your cooked dish can be brought out of the freezer, put into a preheated oven at
+250°C and then directly to table top
• Retains heat to keep food warmer while serving
• Resistant to metal kitchen utensils use
• Covered with a highly strong glaze, which does not scratch or craze. It is so hard
that you can cut the dish inside without harming the surface of the cookware
• Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
• The handles make it easy to remove the dish from the oven with the help
of potholders or oven gloves
• Modern and functional design

Rectangular dish
30 х 21 cm
33 х 23 cm
37 х 27 cm
64

88510
88511
88512

Square dish
25 х 25 cm

88513

Round dish
Ø 28 cm
Ø 22 cm

88514
88519

Oval dish
33 х 21 cm
42 х 28 cm

88515
88516

Loaf pan
27 х 15 cm

88517

Set of ramekins 2 pcs.
Ø 10 cm

88518
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FEATURES OF GREEN CERAMICA COLLECTION
ECO-FRIENDLY NATURAL CLAY

Ceramic cookware of Green Ceramica collection is shaped of natural ecofriendly clay, which supplies even and constant heat for better retention
of flavours and nutrients. This material is non-reactive, non-toxic and
absolutely safe for your health.

HIGHLY STRONG GLAZE

Cookware Green Ceramica is covered with a highly strong and resistant to
chipping glaze, which does not scratch or craze. It is so hard that you can
cut the dish inside using your metal kitchen utensils without harming the
surface of the cookware. Moreover, it is very easy to clean and dishwasher
safe.

Lillà
Scratchresistant
coating

collection
Bright ceramic cookware Lillà
will not only serve you for baking
in the oven, but also be perfect
for preparation of sandwiched
salads, as well as decorate your
holiday table.

Easy to
clean

VERSATILE USE

Green Ceramica is a cookware of versatile use. It is fireproof, resistant to
thermal shocks and suitable for use in freezers, microwaves and ovens. It
means that your pot can go from a freezer or a refrigerator directly to a hot
oven, and then to your table, where it will go on with keeping food warm
while serving.

CONVENIENT HANDLES

The handles make it easy to remove the dish from the oven with the help
of potholders or oven gloves.

MODERN AND FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Modern and functional design of cookware Green Ceramica will make any
kitchen warm and cozy.
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Lillà

collection

•N
 on-toxic and non-reactive cookware, absolutely safe for health
• Natural eco-friendly clay, which supplies even and constant heat for better retention
of flavours and nutrients
• Freezer, microwave and oven safe
• Your cooked dish can be brought out of the freezer, put into a preheated oven at
+250°C and then directly to table top
• Resistant to metal kitchen utensils use
• Covered with a highly strong glaze, which does not scratch or craze. It is so hard
that you can cut the dish inside without harming the surface of the cookware
• Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
• Wavy edges of Lillà will give beautiful unusual shape to your pastry

Rectangular dish
28 x 19 cm
33 x 23 cm
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88540
88541

Square dish
20 x 20 cm
27 x 27 cm

88542
88543

Round dish
Ø 27 cm

88544

Oval dish
30 x 25 cm
36 x 30 cm

88545
88546

Set of ramekins 2 pcs.
Ø 9 cm

88547
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FEATURES OF LILLÀ COLLECTION

SilicoFlex

ECO-FRIENDLY NATURAL CLAY

Ceramic cookware of Lillà collection is shaped of natural eco-friendly clay,
which supplies even and constant heat for better retention of flavours and
nutrients. This material is non-reactive, non-toxic and absolutely safe for
your health.

collection

HIGHLY STRONG GLAZE

Cookware Lillà is covered with a highly strong and resistant to chipping
glaze, which does not scratch or craze. It is so hard that you can cut the
dish inside using your metal kitchen utensils without harming the surface of
the cookware. Moreover, it is very easy to clean and dishwasher safe.

Scratchresistant
coating

This is your new unlimited talents
and opportunities in baking. Your
bakeware has never been so
flexible and obedient, and your
kitchen accessories have never
been so gentle to your cookware. Having completed their
job immaculately, they will occupy so little space in your kitchen
that you will forget about them
until you need their help again.

Easy to
clean

VERSATILE USE

Lillà is a cookware of versatile use. It is fireproof, resistant to thermal shocks
and suitable for use in freezers, microwaves and ovens. It means that your
pot can go from a freezer or a refrigerator directly to a hot oven, and then to
your table, where it will go on with keeping food warm while serving.

MODERN AND FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Modern and functional design of cookware Lillà will make any kitchen
warm and cozy.

Wavy edges of Lillà will give beautiful unusual shape to your pastry.
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SilicoFlex
•
•
•
•
•

collection

1 00% food grade silicone, safe for health
Temperature range: from -40°C up to +250°C
Safe to use in ovens, microwaves and freezers
Non-stick, flexible, space-saving
Cools quickly, easy to clean and dishwasher safe
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Cake pan

Cake pan

Bundt pan

color

ly o n

ly o n

Bake and Roast pan

on

on
e

e

color

Cake pan

Cake pan

Flower

Sunflower

32x25 cm

Ø 26 cm

Ø 26 cm

Ø 24 cm

Ø 24 cm

Ø 24 cm

88400

88401

88404

88402

88435

88434
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SilicoFlex
collection

12 cup muffin pan

74

6 cup muffin pan

6 cup muffin pan

6 mini bundt cake pan

6 cup muffin pan

Flower

Fantasy

Spring Flower

34 x 23 cm

28 x 18 cm

30 x 17 cm

30 x 17 cm

30 x 17 cm

88407

88405

88406

88433

88432
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SilicoFlex
collection

Cake pan

Loaf form

Cake pan

Basting brush

Spatula

Bear

88426
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Food loops

Baking mat

4 pcs.
28 x 14 cm

Ø 22 cm

23 x 4 cm

28 x 6 cm

35 cm

37 x 25 cm

88403

88431

88414

88416

88419

88408
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SilicoFlex
collection

color

Ice tray

Ice tray

Ice tray

Ice tray

Measuring

40 cubes

15 cubes

Tools

Screw

funnel

20 x 13 cm

20 x 11 cm

17 x 11 cm

17 x 11 cm

88411

88412

88436

88437

88424

ly o n

e

on

color

ly o n

e

on

color

ly o n

ly o n
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on

on
e

e

color

Citrus squeezer

Chocolate tray
Cat

88423

23 x 14 cm

88425
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SilicoFlex
collection

Splatter guard

80

Colander

Ø 28 cm

Ø 22 cm

88418

88417

Cooking

Slotted

spoon

turner

88421

88422

Serving tongs

Egg

Egg boiler

whisk

6 eggs

Oven mitten

Pot holder set

28 x 4 cm

30 x 7 cm

15 x 19 cm

21 x 16 cm

7 x 7 cm

88415

88413

88420

88409

88410

2 pcs.
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SilicoFlex
collection

Set of silicone lids 2 pcs.
Ø 11.5 cm

88428

color

Set of silicone lids 2 pcs.
Ø 15 cm

88429

ly o n

88427

e

color

on

Ø 8.5 cm
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e

ly o n

Set of silicone lids 2 pcs.

ly o n

ly o n

color

on

on

on
e

e

color

Silicone lid
Ø 20 cm

88430
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FEATURES OF SILICOFLEX COLLECTION

Bollitore
FOOD-GRADE SILICONE

Granchio uses only 100% food-grade silicone, which is absolutely safe for
your health, as it does not contain any toxic or aggressive compounds.
This material is environmentally friendly and ideal for the preparation of any
recipe, whether sweet or savoury.

collection
Any of whistling kettles from
Bollitore collection pretends to
become a heart of your kitchen.
Being hot and loving, every day it
will soulful sing about how much
it wishes to share its warmth with
you.

TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE

Silicone used for manufacturing Silicoflex products is capable of resisting
temperatures from -40°C and up to +250°C. Its thermal conduction
guaranties the best results both for freezing and baking. Moreover, it is
odourless and taste free.

NON-STICK PROPERTIES

Because of non-stick nature and flexible shape, silicone bakeware from
SilicoFlex collection allows of an easy, speedy and perfect process when
demolding. You don’t need to oil your pan before baking, your bakes will
never be burnt.

EASY CLEANING AND SPACE-SAVING STORAGE

Thanks to lightness, thinness and flexibility of silicone, products from
collection SilicoFlex are very easy to clean and to store. They cool very
quickly, are absolutely dishwasher safe and can be easily rolled for spacesaving storage.
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Bollitore
•
•
•
•

collection

 igh-quality carbon steel material, light & strong
H
Durable enamel-on-steel finish, easy to clean, safe for health
Capacity 2.5 L
Simply pull trigger to open spout and press button down
to close
• Loud whistle alerts you when water is ready
• Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite
handle for comfortable grip
• Large lid for comfortable cleaning

Enamel water kettle 2.5 L
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Enamel water kettle 2.5 L

Enamel water kettle 2.5 L

Sfera
Blu

Sfera
Avorio

Sfera
Rosso

Sfera
Nero

Cosmico
Solare

Сosmico
Avorio

Сosmico
Rosso

Сosmico
Nero

Сosmico
Bianco

Capriccio
Verde

Capriccio
Solare

Capriccio
Arancio

Capriccio
Rosso

Capriccio
Blu

Capriccio
Nero

88613

88610

88611

88612

88604

88600

88601

88602

88603

88618

88620

88619

88617

88616

88615
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FEATURES OF BOLLITORE COLLECTION
CARBON STEEL – LIGHT & STRONG

Water kettles from Bollitore collection are made of high-quality carbon steel
material, combining lightness and impressive strength.

DURABLE ENAMEL-ON-STEEL COATING

Easy to
clean

Enameled water kettles have an undeniable advantage: smooth, easyto-clean surface, which does not absorb smells and does prevent the
propagation of bacteria.

Siesta
collection

Being bright and light as butterfly
wings acrylic tableware from Siesta
collection will create summer high
spirits at your table, whether it will
be a home dinner or a basket
lunch. Siesta is so simple to clean
that you will easily gain a plenty of
time for desired afternoon rest.

WHISTLE

A whistle alerts you when water is ready.

ONE-TOUCH OPENING MECHANISM

One-touch opening mechanism of Bollitore water kettles allows you to
open or to close the kettle’s spout just with one touch.

STAY-COOL BAKELITE HANDLE

Ergonomically designed stay-cool bakelite handle makes the kettle even
more convenient, safe and simple to use. Bakelite is a heatproof material
with temperature resistance up to 180°C that, however, should not be used
in the ovens.

Stay-cool
handles

INDUCTION

Enameled water kettles Bollitore made of carbon steel can be used on all
kinds of hobs including induction.
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Siesta
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

collection

 igh-quality food acrylic material, tolerant to vinegar, alcohol and oils
H
Very light, scratch-resistant and durable
Odour-free and does not absorb smells
Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
Perfect both for indoor and outdoor use
Stylish and functional design
Not suitable for microwaves, temperature range is from -5°C up to +70°C

█
█
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Set of servers

Salad bowl

Salad bowl

Set of tumblers

Salad bowl

Salad bowl

Pitcher with lid

Dessert cup set

2 pcs.

27 x 27 cm
█ 88750

14 x 14 cm
█ 88751

4 pcs. 450 ml
█ 88755

28 x 26 cm
█ 88762

16 x 14 cm
█ 88763

2.0 L

4 pcs. 180 ml
█ 88765

█

█

88752
88758

█

88764

88756

88757

█

88761

█
█

88753
88759
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Siesta
collection

92

Tropical
leaf

Pitcher with lid

Plate

Salad bowl

Salad bowl

Set of servers

2.0 L

25 x 28 cm

18 x 22 cm

28 x 32 cm

2 pcs.

88770

88768

88766

88767

88769
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FEATURES OF SIESTA COLLECTION
HIGH-QUALITY FOOD ACRYLIC MATERIAL

Tableware from Siesta collection is made of high-quality food acrylic
material, tolerant to acid-base medium, otherwise to vinegar, alcohol and
oils.

FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF ACRYLIC

Being very light, scratch-resistant and durable, acrylic is odour-free and
does not absorb smells. Moreover, it’s easy to clean and dishwasher safe.

Arancia
collection

To turn food into a handful of tiny
pieces is a trifle that usually takes
all the time in the world. Slicers and
сutters from Arancia collection by
Granchio will surely add a dozen of
skilful hands in your kitchen.

TEMPERATURE RANGE

Temperature range of acrylic material is from -5°C up to +70°C.

COLOR COMBINATIONS

Some color variations are available for making any combinations.
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Arancia
•
•
•
•
•

collection

 uick and easy dicing and slicing
Q
Razor-sharp blades
Instant assembly
Absolutely regular-shaped pieces in your salad and soup
Easy to use and to clean

Slicer for vegetables and fruits

88780
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88781

Slicer for vegetables and fruits

Cutter for vegetables and fruits

Cutter for vegetables and fruits

Cutter for vegetables and fruits

88782

88783

88784

88785
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FEATURES OF ARANCIA COLLECTION
THE SECRET OF EFFECTIVENESS IN RAZOR-SHARP BLADES

Construction of Arancia cutters and slicers is designed for you to make minimum effort
when use. Be careful during using them.

SAFETY HOLDER

The unique design of safety holder will allow you to cut fruits, meat and
cheese with virtually no waste, while ensuring the protection of your fingers
from sharp metal blades.

Piccante
collection
A couple of easy movements
as a couple of finishing touches,
and your dish has found its
character and temperament.
Now it’s a completed portrait.
Mills Piccante by Granchio –
the taste of your creations will
be remembered in the most
piquant details.

CLEANING SCRAPER

To clean the inserts of product residues and not to injure your fingers, use a
cleaning scraper.

STORAGE CONTAINERS

Special containers with lids are very convenient for storing shredded food,
where it keeps its freshness and can be used for cooking at any moment.
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Piccante
collection

•M
 ade of the best materials: clear food acrylic and high-quality species of hevea or
beech wood with beautiful texture
• Ergonomically designed shape for easy and convenient use
• Innovative patented by Granchio ceramic grinder CeraGrind®, resistant to corrosion
and suitable both for salt and pepper grinding
•G
 rind adjustment feature allows you to choose your preferred grind
•M
 odern and functional design

Salt & pepper mill

Salt & pepper mill

Salt & pepper mill

Salt & pepper mill

Salt & pepper mill

Salt & pepper mill

Salt & pepper mill

18 cm

23 cm

18 cm

23 cm

+ salt shaker

18 cm

18 cm

88800

88801

88802

88803

18 cm

88809

88810

88808
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FEATURES OF PICCANTE COLLECTION
INNOVATIVE PATENTED BY GRANCHIO GRINDING
MECHANISM CERAGRIND®, MADE OF CERAMIC

Grinding mechanism CeraGrind® by Granchio is made of high-quality
ceramic, resistant to hot steam, that’s why Piccante mills can be used
directly over boiling saucepan with no risk of grinder oxidation and, as a
consequence, of further corrosion.

GRIND ADJUSTMENT FEATURE

Grind adjustment feature allows you to choose your preferred grind – from
ultrafine to very coarse.

Tagliere
collection
Could you ever imagine that a
simple cutting board will take
care of products’ freshness on
your kitchen? Any product item
from the Tagliere collection
is slightly more than a simple
cutting board.

CONVENIENT ONE-HANDED OPERATION

One-handed squeeze trigger construction ensures quick and easy salt and
pepper grinding.

MODERN AND FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Elegant and convenient mill by Granchio combines grinder and salt shaker
in one unit for saving both your time and space on your kitchen table and
worktops. Modern and functional design of Piccante mills will make any
kitchen warm and cozy.
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Tagliere
•
•
•
•
•

collection

 igh-quality food plastic, including flexible one
H
Antibacterial protection of food
Non-skid surface for convenient use and safety
Flexible cutting boards are very easy to use and heat resistant up to 120° C
Some color variations for different kinds of food

Cutting board

Cutting board

Cutting board

Cutting board

25 x 15 cm

30 x 18 cm

33 x 20 cm

40 x 24 cm

█
█
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█

88820
88821
88822

█
█
█

88823
88824
88825

█
█
█

88826
88827
88828

█
█
█

88829
88830
88831

Cutting board

Cutting board flexible
37.1 x 27.5 cm

25 х 15 cm
30 х 20 cm
36.5 х 27.5 cm

88832
88833
88834

█
█
█

88835
88836
88837
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FEATURES OF DECORAZIONE COLLECTION
EASY-TO-CLEAN SYNTHETIC FABRIC

Placemats from Decorazione collection, made of synthetic fabric, will
protect your table surface from heat and will decorate your kitchen.
Besides, being waterproof they are very easy to clean.

CHEERFUL COLORS

Thanks to wide choice of colors, you can change placemats according to
your mood.
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Easy to
clean

Decorazione
collection
You do not need luxurious
tablecloth or special plates to
make your table appointments
vivid. These little colorful islands
on ordinary white tablecloth will
set the fashion to your meal.

decorazione
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Decorazione
collection

• Elegant, waterproof, durable and easy to clean
• Made of synthetic fabric in cheerful colors
• Hand wash recommended
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Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Ø 38 cm

38 x 38 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

88716

88717

88718

88719

88720

88721

88722

88723

88724

88725
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Decorazione
collection

110

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

Placemat

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

36 x 48 cm

88726

88727

88728

88729

88730

88731

88732

88733

88734

88735
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FEATURES OF DECORAZIONE COLLECTION
EASY-TO-CLEAN SYNTHETIC FABRIC

Placemats from Decorazione collection, made of synthetic fabric, will
protect your table surface from heat and will decorate your kitchen.
Besides, being waterproof they are very easy to clean.

CHEERFUL COLORS

Thanks to wide choice of colors, you can change placemats according to
your mood.

112

Easy to
clean

Coltello
collection
From now on cutting has turned
into a holiday! Sharp and bright
knives by Granchio will decorate
your kitchen and elate you.

113

Coltello
collection

•S
 harp high-carbon steel knife edge
• High-quality polymeric non-stick coating for convenient cutting
and cleaning
• Antibacterial properties protect from fungus,
mold and smell
• Ergonomically designed non-slip
handle for comfortable grip
• Wide choice of colors
• Dishwasher safe

Curved paring knife

Paring knife

3.5’’
█
█
█
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█

88650
88651
88652
88653

Utility knife

3.5’’
█
█
█
█

88654
88655
88656
88657

Carving knife

5’’
█
█
█
█

88658
88659
88660
88661

Chef knife

8’’
█
█
█
█

88662
88663
88664
88665

Santoku knife

8’’
█
█
█
█

88666
88667
88668
88669

Santoku knife

4.5’’
█
█
█
█

88670
88671
88672
88673

Knife set and a peeler

Knife set and a peeler

7’’
█
█
█
█

88674
88675
88676
88677

█
█
█
█

88678
88679
88680
88681

█
█
█
█

88682
88683
88684
88685
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FEATURES OF COLTELLO COLLECTION
SHARP HIGH-CARBON STEEL EDGE AND
ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED NON-SLIP HANDLE

Knives by Granchio have special high-carbon steel blade that allows faster
cutting products and optimizes the process of cooking your favorite meals. All
knives are also equipped with ergonomic non-slip handle, made of
 special
heat-resistant material that prevents slipping a knife and greatly improves its
usability.

Pesto

collection

NON-STICK AND ANTIBACTERIAL COATING

Superior non-stick coating ensures sharpness and easy cutting products even
at high temperatures. These knives are suitable for frequent use, easy to wash
and reflect odors. Antibacterial coating protects products from fungus, mold
and odors, reflecting them from the surface of the blade.

Mortar & pestle collection Pesto
is an exceptional durability and
a unique style of your kitchen,
perpetuated in marble.

WIDE CHOICE OF COLORS

Collection of knives is represented in almost all rainbow colors. Therefore,
bright knives by Granchio will not only decorate your kitchen, but also elate you!
Besides, Granchio knives do not require special care and are dishwasher safe.
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Pesto
•
•
•
•
•

collection

 ade out of natural solid marble
M
Releases genuine flavor of herbs and spices
Hard unpolished inner side of the bowl promotes efficient powdering and grinding
Great for making seasoning pastes and spice mixtures
Non-slip bottom for safe and comfortable use

Mortar with pestle

Mortar with pestle

Ø 10 cm -

Ø 12.2 cm -
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FEATURES OF PESTO COLLECTION
NATURAL SOLID MARBLE
The mortars and pestles are made out of durable solid natural marble.

Magic Mop
collection

CARE OF TASTE AND FLAVOR
Marble mortar Pesto releases genuine flavor of herbs and spices: because of
the minimal friction, aromas don’t burn off in the grinding, like they do with a food
processor or electric grinder. Marble mortars are great for making seasoning pastes
and spice mixtures.

Rotating microfiber mop head,
spinning mechanism, handle with
variable angle - these technical
innovations make set Magic Mop
the best weapon in your struggle
for cleanness!

UNPOLISHED INNER SURFACE FOR EFFICIENT GRINDING
Hard unpolished inner side of the bowl promotes efficient powdering and grinding.

SAFE AND COMFORTABLE USE
Because of the heavy weight and non-slip bottom of the mortar, it stands firmly on the
table, what ensures its safe and comfortable use.
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Magic Mop
collection

Set Magic Mop for floor washing greatly facilitates house cleaning! Wash the floor,
drop the mop into a special compartment of the bucket, press the pedal - and mop
is ready for operation again! Mop head can be changed without touching it with your
hands!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ideal for various hard surfaces: laminate, tile, wood, etc.
Cleans corners, around and beneath furnishing, narrow spaces
Cleans glass windows, walls, can be used for car wash and polish, etc.
Changeable microfiber mop head
An innovative manner to attach mop head without touching with hands
Rotating 360°
Easy to use spinning mechanism

Set for mopping a floor

Set for mopping a floor
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FEATURES OF MAGIC MOP COLLECTION

Ideal for various
hard surfaces:
laminate, tile,
wood, etc.

Cleans corners

Cleans around
and beneath
furnishing and
fixtures

Cleans narrow
spaces

Cleans glass
windows,
walls etc.

ROTATING 360°
360°

Removable microfiber mop head rotates 360°, effectively absorbs water,
and captures dust and dirt without scratching the surface.

MAGIC MOP CLEANING SYSTEM

Environmentally friendly and energy-saving spinning mechanism.
To wring out or dry the mop quickly, just put it flat in the basket and
press the pedal.

AN INNOVATIVE MANNER OF ATTACHMENT

Thanks to an innovative manner of attachment, a dirty fabric disc can be
easily replaced without touching it with hands.
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Car wash and
polish

